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Spotlight on Deana:
What does this Project SEARCH internship
mean to you? - I want to learn and make
friends. I want to learn to work in a
kitchen.
What kind of skills do you hope to gain during
your internship? - To prepare food,
organization, and to communicate better.
How long did you work at Pearl Buck Center?
- I can't remember... maybe 13 years. My
friend Judith and I started on the same
day!
What kind of jobs did you do at Pearl Buck? Honey sticks, worked in the clean food
room preparing spices. We had to wear the
respirators! I packaged yogi tea, worked
on the cereal line and packaging christmas
tree samples.
What department are you in for the 1st
rotation? - I'm working in the kitchen.
What is your goal after Project SEARCH? - I
hope to work at McDonalds!
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Project SEARCH Mission
Statement:
Project SEARCH is: being respectful,
independent, following directions and
having integrity while being of service
and learning to succeed in
employment

What is Project SEARCH?
Project SEARCH was created at
Cincinnati Childerns Hospital in 1996. The
director of the Emergency Department,
Erin Reihle, felt that because the hospital
served individuals with developmental
disabilities, it made sense to commit to
hiring these individuals as well. Project
SEARCH has grown to over 500 sites all
over the world.
Project SEARCH is a unique, business
led, nine-month, hands-on work program.
The interns will rotate through three
different departments throughout the nine
months. They will be learn transferable
skills to help them find employment in our
community.

Values:
Polite
Helpful
Trustworthy
Compassionate
Reliable
Professional
Integrity
Forgiveness
Organized

Calendar
9/25 First rotation starts
10/2 Second week of
rotation
10/2 Robert's Birthday
10/23 Planning meetings
Our intern Rachel also
celebrated a birthday on
September 1st. Happy
21st, Rachel!
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